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Abstract

Why?
Technology is accelerating; so is the amount of e-waste.
Proliferating new purchases is a shortcut to economic
gain, yet proliferation sacrifices social and ecological
well being. Activating repair benefits systems— by
decelerating the waste stream, and serving as a
regenerative module for ethical material collection.
Repair literacy encourages an individual’s engagement
with materials while challenging corporations to
acknowledge repair in the design process. Therefore,
electronics users should have the opportunity to learn
about repair before the need arises. A sustainable
product ecosystem asks for the collaborative effort of
public and private sectors and most importantly, the
repair practices of individuals can lead this trajectory.
How?
Repairer's Recipe is a repository that gathers research
and proposals of the dynamic capabilities of repair and
its role in the product ecosystem. You will find Aether,
a Chrome plugin that assists consumers to factor in
repair considerations during purchase. You will also find
Learn Tech the Food Way, a visual series that brings
much needed visibility to repair practices. By playfully
analogizing the sophistication of a mobile phone
structure to food preparation, thereby encouraging all
electronics users to become repairers themselves.
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This book presents my research, interviews, testing,
design, and proposals, in the forms of images, writings,
diagrams, websites, and videos. You will follow me on
the journey that investigates how products become
waste through the lens of policies and business
practices, with the continuous reintroduction of why
repair should be an essential practice. This document
is time-stamped in May 2020. If you wish to find
updated information about this project, please visit
repairersrecipe.com.
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→ Growing up, I was spoiled with good soup. Every
day after school, I came home to see a ceramic
pot boiling on the stove. Perhaps mom had more
than a dozen recipes she uses as a base, with
the addition of anything seasonal for a special
edition. Every pot of soup took six to eight hours
to simmer; the hard work permeated the air.
Growing up as mom's kid, I became very good
at guessing the soup of the day correctly by its
smell. What was challenging to grasp were the
individual ingredients. Sunk in the bottom
of the pot were a couple of neatly tied cloths
wrapped with spices, sometimes the variety
went up to fifteen —some were recognizable by
their leafy shape, while others had lost their
form and color. The result of these delicately
orchestrated ingredients was smooth to the
taste and warm to the body. My guess is that
I developed the love of sophistication, layers,
textures, and materiality here.
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(Below)
Polar bear captured in
the Arctic by Danial
J Cox.

A combination of love for materials, craft, and history
sent me on the journey to investigate our new
intimates— electronics. Knowing electronics cast
spells and open doors to new adventures, I admit I am
occasionally in awe of what they bring forth. Amidst of
all the excitement, I felt the
necessity to know more than
pushing buttons and gliding
fingers across the screen.
With a background in
materiality— a practice that
fosters in tacit knowledge
and science— I gained
agency through first-hand
experiments. One afternoon,
as I searched across the
internet to find the right
battery for my Bluetooth
speaker, the complexity and
the patience this process
took humbled me. While I
am always willing to take
up a project working with
my hands, I know that fewer
and fewer people today are
devoted to pouring time
into searching and repairing
when a new purchase only
costs $20.99.
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The current economic model is a continuous iteration
of what was set up in the 1960s; promoting constant
new purchases had successfully helped us overcome
the great depression. The continuance of this model
becomes irrational when science has made its
repercussions clear. The truth warned us in its most
visual forms— the melting ice and the homeless polar
bears— that if our current lifestyle continues, our earth
will become unlivable in as soon as 20 years. But
regardless of how important the message is, it doesn't
seem to decrease trades and the business of moneyproduct exchange.
Throughout my research for Repairer’s Recipe, I
reminded myself to marry theoretical frameworks with
actionable proposals. On a systemic level, unless
significant obstacles halt the existing model, there are
few reasons to alter it. Why spend extra effort when
there is no foreseeable short-term crisis? On a personal
level, consumers have been spoiled with convenience,
and it would take a significant value shift in exchange
for their habit changes. In proposing options for a
livable future, I am asking for action from everyonecompanies, lawmakers, consumers--to cooperate as
citizens of this planet. It takes top-down and bottom-up
practices to meet in the middle, where conversations
extend beyond the familiar cohort and context; it takes
organizations of any size, as small as an individual and
as big as a corporation, to maintain a healthy, resilient

20

“If you look at the
science about what is
happening on earth
and aren’t pessimistic,
you don’t understand
data. But if you meet
the people who are
working to restore this
earth and the lives of
the poor and you aren’t
optimistic, you haven’t
got a pulse.”
— Paul Hawken
21
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(Left)
The Blue Marble Shot
taken by NASA on
December 7, 1972.

product system; and it takes slowing down to speed up
again when social, ecological, and economic relations
are remapped before investing in new growth strategies.
The subject of this book— suggesting repair as a
positive model that can advance a sustainable future
in multiple directions— unfolds through research,
observations, analysis, synthesis, and experiments. To
make a fair assessment before proposing repair and
allocating each participant their role in collaboration,
I explored the product system through the lens of
consumers, companies, and lawmakers. I traced waste
into its collection process, and followed up with current
material recovery methods. The written pieces focus on
the practicality and importance of repair and its dynamic
capabilities. In doing so, social and ecological values
can be multiplied on the current economic focused
production system.

1

As Paul Hawken writes, "If you look at the science about
what is happening on earth and aren't pessimistic, you
don't understand data. But if you meet the people who
are working to restore this earth and the lives of the poor
and you aren't optimistic, you haven't got a pulse.*" Yes,
as a global society we opted for convenience and mass
production products, resulting in the dire environmental
condition; yes, we continue to produce and compete
on production despite knowing the truth; yes, we are
not doing enough to stop the crisis. But humans are
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also intrinsically good problem solvers. As you, my
readers, read this book, I hope you become aware that
sustainable living is a complex problem that we are
facing, and that you will exit knowing that there is hope
if something is done soon. I decided to take myself on
this journey to explore what I can do to help, and I am
happily announcing that there is more than what I can
do—there is something that everyone can do.
Since most of the audience of this project will also
be electronics users, the research and analysis start
from the most common device around us— the
mobile phone. The introduction of repairability through
mobile phones will hopefully bring your attention to
other electronics you purchase and use. My research
reevaluates the bilateral commitment of consumers and
companies and addresses how policy and independent
agencies can facilitate conversations between these
entities. I hope leaders utilize this moment to recognize
our thrust for economic gain is a short-sighted strategy.
In rebuilding a disrupted system, strategizing with
social-ecological considerations in mind will make
significant steps toward a dynamic and healthier
ecosystem. It takes slowing down to speed up again.

* 1— Hawken, Paul. The Ecology
of Commerce: a Declaration of

Sustainability. Harper Business,
2010.

If life, work, and time allow me to reflect on this research
post-graduation, you can find the most updated
information on repairersrecipe.com.
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Autonomous
Repair, Planned
Obsolescence,
and a Call
for Renewed
“Ownership”

Today, every one of us takes part in a vast expanse of
product systems: the phone, the TV, the blender, smart
refrigerators, cars. In doing so, we all become a user, an
owner, and a consumer. Ideally, the three would provide
a healthy ecosystem—the action of purchase makes
one a consumer, the use of a product makes one a
user, and the practice of maintenance and care makes
one a owner. But with more products so available and
affordable, a consumer simultaneously owns multiple
products, the responsibility and connection with
each item stretches thin. When the responsibility of a
product's owner became equated with a consumer, we
stopped learning how to repair products and forgot that
we ever knew how.
If this were the 1960’s, any product packaging would
include an instruction manual. From cars to homeware,
products arrived at the user with a well-illustrated
booklet for troubleshooting. Often called an instruction
manual or a repair guide, designed and written with a
high degree of craft and clarity, the guide was industry
practice for over two centuries. Offering guidance on
everything from “how to load a film” to “how to fix a
car,” manufacturers took this responsibility to keep their
customers informed. This was the time when massmanufactured household items first emerged on the
market, making even the most self-evident steps a fresh
new action.
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(Left)
Instruction manual
for Kodak's Brownie
Camera.

2

The ability for an illustrated, static manual to
successfully guide a repair process suggests
the tangible nature of the problem, as well as the
predictability of it. The former curator at London’s
Science Museum Roger Bridgman writes, “Instructions
are there to compensate for the inabilities of machines
by employing the abilities of users, and therefore tell
you something about the state of both at the time they
were produced.*” Products at the time were mainly
structural hardware, operating mechanically and
functioning via different parts working together. At the
time, companies recognized that obstacles in product
use created friction, a disadvantage for user-consumers.
They understood that detailed guidance from makers to
users would create a reliable product experience.
From a magazine-sized booklet, manuals shrunk both
in their information abundance and physical size over
the years. While most manufacturers still provide an
instruction manual, leaving out information on repair
makes its physical presence slimmer and smaller.
When repair information was left out of the product
packaging, we should have sensed that something else
was coming. The absence of a repair manual hinted
that both industry and consumers evolved, and the
industries marched one step closer to implementing
planned obsolescence in products. First, we developed
the taste for speedily going through smaller and
cheaper things, supported with reasonable prices.
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(Left & Right)
Repair manuals
for automobiles by
Haynes.
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“Instructions are
there to compensate
for the inabilities of
machines by employing
the abilities of users,
and therefore tell
you something about
the state of both at
the time they were
produced.”
— Roger Bridgman
34

Before anything broke, we had already moved on to the
next product. The low price often showed in its quality,
and encouraged consumers to think they would need
more than one of the same thing. When this tactic was
adapted to higher priced items, we started to recognise
the impact of planned obsolescence.

3

4

Planned obsolescence, also called built-inobsolescence or premature obsolescence, is a “strategy
of deliberately ensuring that the current version of a
given product becomes out of date or useless within
a known period of time.*” Since the 1980s, major
companies have utilised this to their advantage in
increasing sales. Additionally, with good marketing,
perceived obsolescence, which makes us believe that
our product is no longer in its best performance, speeds
up the journey of the product becoming waste. Planned
obsolescence, together with contrived durability
(unclear), software updates, and prevention of repair is
one of the main psychological and technical reasons for
the accumulation in the waste stream.*
The impetus for repairing one’s own possessions last
seen in the 1960s was not only about personal skill
or confidence, it was economic. Before the Amazon
network, purchasing a new item would never be as
convenient and as cheap as repairing and reusing
the original product. Within the past decade, the
advancement in manufacturing proliferated product
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production; transportation streamlined networking
and mass production prices fell. As a result, everyone
can own everything, or own many of one thing. In the
process, we lost the necessity of repair—an action
that takes time as well as emotional, and technical
engagement to accomplish. We used to be owners of a
select series of products, swapping out items only when
necessary. Now, parting with anything stops looking like
a bad breakup. After all, products are ephemeral, and
you can always find the next best thing.
As we lost the necessity of implementing repair, repair
became an additional service that comes with a price. In
current practice, products are covered under a limited
warranty of one year, which does not include service
beyond manufacturing defects.* Additional services,
such as replacing a shattered screen or battery, are
available through care subscriptions. Some companies
even place a tamper-resistant sticker to monitor if the
owner has opened the product, which would lead to
voiding the warranty. It violates the Magnuson-Moss
Warranty Act of 1975, prohibiting companies from
restricting consumers to authorized parts and services.*
Although Microsoft was penalized for this action, the
baseline for repair in the entire product industry has
shifted and is not comparable to what it was before (and
laws are not helping). Major electronics companies have
opted out of providing tools to enable self repair, and
instead provide repair as an additional service.

36

(Right)
Tamper-resistant
sticker implemented
on the Xbox One S.

5

6
(Next Page)
The current product

immediate guidance

ecosystem utilizes

on the complexity

digital assistants,

and range of issues

which provides the

consumers encounter.

most up-to-date
information and
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We are indeed making products with a new degree
of complexity. It is undeniable the technology that
characterizes our products has enabled in our living
experience greater scope and depth. Advancement in
product functionality relies on a system of hardwaresoftware counterparts. As a result, troubleshooting is
often beyond the physical and mechanical malfunction.
The hierarchy of software is relatively challenging to
communicate simply through physical printed manuals;
any alteration on the software would also affect how
instructions and steps are delivered. With this new
level of uncertainty, companies need to implement
new methods to provide help and assistance to their
customers. Some are leveraging the connectivity of
digital interfaces, forming platforms and providing online
assistants, where help is available within a few clicks
and remains up to date.
As a society, we are realising the damage of the buymore strategy in consumerism, with raised awareness
on how waste causes major strain on the environment.
Planned obsolescence with short term advantages
might have provided revenues for what a company
needed three decades ago, but this is changing now.
Offering a product with repair—whether designing a
more repairable product or providing information that
allows repair to become accessible—is a choice rather
than a technological incapability. We certainly have
the capabilities to create more repairable products.
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The success in such a shift requires mutual effort—
companies drawing plans that are not exclusive to
short term profits, and consumers reevaluating humanproduct relationships, treasuring what they have and
demanding information to perform maintenance. It takes
both consumers and companies making conscious
efforts towards responsible action to make a more
repairable future return an active practice.

* 2— “Inside the World of Instruction Manuals.” BBC Future,

* 4— Andrea. “Built To Fail: 7 Ex-

amples Of Planned Obsolescence

* 6— “[USC02] 15 USC Ch. 50:
CONSUMER PRODUCT

BBC, 5 Apr. 2018, www.bbc.

| Durability Matters.” Durability

WARRANTIES.” OLRC

com/future/article/20180403-in-

Matters, Durability Matters, 7

Home, https://uscode.house.

side-the-world-of-instruc-

Mar. 2020, https://durability-

gov/view.xhtml?req=gran-

tion-manuals.

matters.com/planned-obsoles-

uleid%3AUSC-prelim-ti-

cence/.

tle15-chapter50&edition=pre-

* 3— Kenton, Will. “Inside Planned
Obsolescence.” Investopedia,

Investopedia, 5 Feb. 2020, www.

* 5— “IPhone Repair - Official

lim. Accessed 24 May 2020.

Apple Support.” Official Apple

investopedia.com/terms/p/

Support, https://support.apple.

planned_obsolescence.asp.

com/iphone/repair/service.
Accessed 24 May 2020.
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The Sustainable
Initiatives:
Offering the
Second Best
Option
With an increased expectation in companies’
responsibility to its community, as well as the
transparency solicited by their shareholders and
customers, the manufacturing industry established a
standard practice to share initiatives and development
through an annual report. In recent years, transparency
has taken a turn for the better, becoming a way to gain
trust and foster a company’s credibility, with goals
ranging from social equality, education for all, and clean
water. The documentation report shows progress, and
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research in great detail indicates that stakeholders
evaluate companies beyond the quality of products they
produce.

(Right)
Lighting as a
service, designed
and implemented
by Philips lighting,

As consumers, we are aware of the by-products of
manufacturing, such as toxins and waste that pollute
the air, water, and land. Therefore, consumers are also
leveraging purchasing to facilitate socio-ecological
decisions on the production end. While most corporate
social responsibility (CSR) initiatives make an effort to
address the planet, the people, and the community
collectively, some also emphasize ecological
practices separately.* The proposals vary widely,
as transformation depends on what the companies
produce, where their factories are located, and their
stage on a sustainable trajectory.

has been a successful
sustainable strategy
that can now be seen
in other product
systems.

7

An abundance of theoretical frameworks can
provide the broad strokes of how a sustainable
system works. Yet, in reality, each product requires
a designated solution. While we anticipate business
transformation, the methodologies (i.e., how-to) that
follow the intentions (i.e., why) are equally important.
For companies with a long existence, sustainable
strategies are often coupled with economic concerns.
The challenge for companies lies in balancing operation
profit with doing more good. In the electronics sector,
new business strategies have shown success. "Product
as a service" is one of the most successful business
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(Left)
Apple's Environmental
Responsibility Report

8

documents the
company's sustainable
goal of a circular
supply chain.

9

10

models that has demonstrated a capability to scale
up and replicate across product systems.* First made
recognition through Philips lighting, it is also seen in
HP's latest sustainable impact report in 2017. For HP,
business customers that subscribe to Device as a
Service (Daas) will receive hardware updates every two
to three years, making companies the responsible party
in product recollection that further enhances a closed
loop system.*
For Apple, whose products have dominated the
electronics sectors (specifically personal mobile phones,
tablets, and laptops) the success in their sustainable
strategy would make an impact at a significant breadth.
Apple's primary strategy suggests a future trajectory in
material recovery. Their Environmental Responsibility
Report published in 2019 states their collaborative
effort between upstream suppliers and downstream
recyclers to actualize a closed-loop material chain.*
Reuse, in this case, is defined as reusing materials from
the collected, recycled products. Extracting metals
from a unit of product is a multifold process. Every
element has its designated recovery process, which
would apply after product disassembly and parts are
properly categorized. With numerous layers of miniature
sized portions, the disassembly process is one of the
most tedious and laborious. Thus, proposing material
recovery as the companies' main sustainable goal might
not be the most productive use of resources. While
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all efforts on sustainable practices are appreciated
(especially one that proposes and tests ambitious
solutions) providing an efficient and scalable solution
still has a long way to go.
Perhaps the most controversial effort on sustainable
practices goes to the operation strategy of Amazon.
Many of us are familiar with its e-commerce
platform, with one-day deliveries spanning across 16
countries, resulting in evident warehouse operations,
transportation, and packaging waste. Besides the
consumer-facing businesses, Amazon also possesses
data centers that emitted about 44.4 million metric
tons of carbon dioxide in 2018.* Therefore, their
sustainability effort responds to the company's
extensive use of transportation by promising to make
shipments achieve net-zero carbon by 2030 with the
adoption of renewable energy. With net- zero targets,
there is offsetting, which “allow the largest polluters
who exceed permitted emissions’ levels to fund
projects, such as reforestation, that reduce carbon
dioxide (CO2) in the air, essentially balancing out
their emissions equation.*” Scientists are concerned
that carbon offsets are becoming a free pass for

(Right)
Amazon's sustainable
goals stated on their
website.
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inaction. Additionally, Amazon’s critics disapprove of
the company's minimal effort proportional to the scale
of their business that has caused such significant
environmental damage. Suffice it to say, their plans
are at a very early stage and require new structural
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changes beyond designated carbon emission targets.
A systematic adaptation of sustainable strategy offers
substantial advantages of scale and speed, if products
are made with environmental considerations and
collected at the end of life. Yet, there are also personal
measures to implement sustainability as consumers, in
addition to systemic action. All new products, regardless
of how eco-friendly and environmentally aware their
production process is, still create front-load pollution.
While corporations continue to update production
strategies in light of environmental health, new products
are still only, the second-best option. The industry does
not intend to provide a solution without growth in the
equation. As a result, the significance of the problem of
the waste stream urgently needs acknowledgment.

“The best option is in
your hand.”

The best option is in your hand. The most beneficial
model for an environmentally considerate self is
exercising repair and reuse before recycling and new
purchases. As Paul Hawken puts, "Businesspeople must
either dedicate themselves to transforming commerce
to a restorative undertaking or march society to the
undertaker.* " As consumers gain knowledge and
awareness on sustainable practices, their expectations
will hopefully encourage companies to evaluate
and refine sustainable strategies that make actual
differences. With companies' sustainable responsibility
as part of how consumers evaluate products, we are
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“Businesspeople
must either dedicate
themselves to
transforming
commerce to
a restorative
undertaking or
march society to the
undertaker.”
— Paul Hawken

expecting to see improvements and realize that there
is a future for growth and sustainable living. I hope
that a mutual influence of consumers and companies
will resolve in solutions that are more potent than a
marketing strategy. Raising attention within consumers
and the consumerist culture will provide a pathway for
sustainable literacy to unfold, and make us become
much more aware of all products around us.

* 7— https://iri.hks.harvard.edu/
files/iri/files/how_to_read_a_

* 10— https://www.apple.com/

environment/pdf/Apple_Envi-

* 12— Environment. “Carbon Off-

sets Are Not Our Get-out-of-Jail

corporate_social_responsibili-

ronmental_Responsibility_Re-

Free Card.” UN Environment,
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port_2019.pdf

UN Environment, https://www.

* 8— “Selling Light as a Service.”
Circular Economy - UK,

* 11— Weise, Karen. “Jeff Bezos
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Commits $10 Billion to Address

stories/story/carbon-offsets-are-

USA, Europe, Asia & South

Climate Change - The New York

not-our-get-out-jail-free-card.

America - The Ellen MacArthur

Times.” The New York Times -

Foundation, https://www.

Breaking News, World News &
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Multimedia, 17 Feb. 2020, https://

Accessed 24 May 2020.

* 13— Hawken, Paul. The Ecology
of Commerce: a Declaration of
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Sustainability. Harper Business,

service. Accessed 24 May 2020.
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2010.

* 9— https://h20195.www2.

change-earth-fund.html.

hp.com/v2/getpdf.aspx/
c05968415.pdf
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Consumer
Demand
&
Product Trend
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Motorola DynaTAC 8000X is the first portable phone
made; it also looks and weighs like a brick.* The
technology has advanced since the first phone debuted
in 1983, and the industry has since presented us
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Motorola DynaTAC 8000X is the first portable phone
made; it also looks and weighs like a brick.* The
technology has advanced since the first phone debuted
in 1983, and the industry has since presented us
with slimmer and smaller pocket-sized phones. What
remains consistent is the pursuit of mobility, and with
smaller but more capable batteries and PCBs, the
market remains competitive with producing lightweight,
mobile, and miniature electronics. Standalone
electronics flooded the market as we can now easily
find electrified products, such as a teddy bear, which is
a perfectly functional product in its originality but has
unavoidably entered the electronic mix.

(Previous Page)

(Right)

Electronics have

Products are trending

downsized over the

towards slimmer

years with innovation

designs.

pushing boundaries of
portability.

(Right)
Old phones are
powered by userremovable batteries— a
feature now removed

A slimmer and lighter product enables us to experience
technology with mobility; they are attractive for their
ergonomic design and convenience in use. But
prioritizing compactness in design often requires
sacrificing product repairability. In older mobile phone
models, batteries are user-removable as an advantage
of built-in compartments. However, the additional
compartments add weight and thickness to a product,
resulting in a bulkier product. Gluing in internal parts,
most prominently seen in battery attachment, became

to achieve slimmer
designs.

standard for mobile phones as this achieves a slimmer
design. In doing so, batteries have moved their location
from the outer layer into the deepest one.
This design alteration introduced an obstacle in
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(Left)
Airpods are
unrepairable. With
an interior structure
glued together, the
batteries are not
replaceable.

15

(Left)
Repair rights are
critical to farmers,
whose new purchases
would cost $800,000.

16

maintaining product longevity. Batteries, with their
current technology, are only capable of adequately
functioning for two years. Consequently, every product
inclusive of a battery will routinely require replacement
every two years. Achieving a slim design has a
blindspot in its consideration of maintenance; it is
only reasonable that a product without the capacity to
hold charge enters the waste stream. The problem of
repair inability worsens in miniature products; a glued
structure is done in a dramatic measure on the air
pods. Since there is currently no method in repairing
without collateral damage, this product received an
undoubtedly 0/10 in repairability rating.*
The hidden nature of the repair and repairability literacy
also resulted in less demand for its implementation
in products. The Federal Trade Commissions (FTC)
argues that consumers should be demanding more
environmentally related product attributes, not just
external features.* Over the years, the metrics that made
electronics competitive, include but are not limited to:
product finishing, lightweight, and new functionalities.
These prominent features, even though different from
previous versions only by increments, still make a
product attractive and marketable. By comparison,
repairability has never been a widely advertised metric
that would guarantee sales— it is often the opposite.
Analyzing repair from a time perspective, if a product
is used with care, most likely, one would encounter
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product repair two years after purchase. Repair applies
to an even smaller group of users since not all want to
continue with the same product after two years.
The importance of repair made a more prominent
place in the public eye through various reforms. Repair
advocacy covers legislative and business decisions,
urging companies and governments to protect
the consumer's right-to-repair. For the companies,
repair rights ask for access to repair manuals and
software copyright, as well as the parts and tooling.
The availability of agencies to operate repair would
determine whether the owner can successfully repair
the product themselves. Obstacles often force owners
to make expensive new purchases. For example, a new
agricultural machine can cost up to $8,000,000.* If right
to repair passes, the law would cover a broad category
of electronics, including big and small electronics such
as washer, dryer and mobile phone, and of course,
agricultural tools.
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* 14— “Motorola DynaTAC 8000x

- All-TIME 100 Gadgets - TIME.”

* 17— ---. “Bernie Sanders Calls

for a National Right-to-Repair

TIME.Com, http://content.time.

Law for Farmers - VICE.” Vice,

com/time/specials/packages/arti-

5700553057239040, 5 May 2019,

cle/0,28804, 2023689_2023708_

https://www.vice.com/en_us/

2023656,00.html. Accessed 24

article/8xzqmp/bernie-sanders-

May 2020.

calls-for-a-national-right-to-

* 15— “AirPods Pro Teardown

repair-law-for-farmers.

- IFixit.” IFixit, 31 Oct. 2019,
https://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/
AirPods+Pro+Teardown/127551.
udies/selling-light-as-a-service.
Accessed 24 May 2020.

* 16— https://www.ftc.gov/news-

events/audio-video/video/nixingfix-workshop-repair-restrictions
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→ As consumers become aware of repairability
relating to the longevity of use, some
adjustments are being made. Iterating from the
glued-in batteries, pull tabs are put in place to
assist the battery removal process. Additionally,
debates proposed a new internal electronics
product structure, with arrangements that
account for ease of access. Batteries have steered
towards the rear case over the years, making
repair a problematic task. If conscious efforts
are made to benefit repair activities, with the
baseline of battery access, internal electronics
structure should adopt mapping similar to
food mapping in the fridge. Food occupies
a position in the refrigerator concerning its
demand of the owner— with most required
items on the outer layer, and least demanded
in the inner. Accumulated attention on the
product's repairability will provide a new
area of explorations for future designs, with
innovations that are beneficial for both the
environment and the ease of repairers in the
foreseeable future.
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Sustainability
Communication
Via Labels, and
New Opportunities
on Digital
Platforms
(Above)
Food literacy.
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Before a product resides on the store shelf it goes
through an invisible long journey, often crossing
countries and continents. Part of sustainable practice is
documenting the companies' decisions in responsible
production, making choices that balance social
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and ecological considerations as a counterpoint to
economic activity. Within the limited real estate on the
packaging, the information provided shows the practice
of transparency, as well as policies in place to ensure
that necessary information is provided to consumers to
make the best decision for themselves.
The literacy of origins and the recognition of health
impact is most noticeable in food products, with the
most well-known example of product labeling being
the nutrition label. With The Federal Food and Drugs
Administration's (FDA) regulation in place, all companies
with a food product must provide information about
its ingredients. The success of legislative approval,
dated back to 2016, is the effort of many. From former
first lady Michelle Obama, non-profit organizations,
to the support of the FDA, policy implementation is a
top-down strategy that ensures the action of all parties
involved remains the most effective in seeing baseline
actions.* For the food industry, nutrition labels signify
transparency and access to information that would
otherwise be hidden behind the scenes.

(Right)
The nutrition label is
one of the most wellknown examples of
product labeling.
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Another influential labeling takes the form of certificates.
An acknowledged example is the Energy Star labeling,
recognized under type 1— the strongest and strictest
of all three tiers. Energy Star is a “government-backed
symbol for energy efficiency,” and it only applies to
products that have been certified by the EPA for quality
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(Left)
The Energy Star label.
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and performance.* The Energy Star is an example
of a recognizable and impactful sustainable labeling
practice, resulting from governmental effort. Not all
labeling acquisition processes are as elaborate in
providing resources to help with product monitoring and
assessment.
The certificate framework wraps loosely around the
legislation. For most of the process, it relies on small
corporations leading the monitoring procedures and
goal setting. As a result, with a considerable amount of
variables involved in private initiatives, certificates hold
less effect and reliability. In response to the confusion
on labels and its level of authority and effectiveness,
ISO 14000 indicates three tiers according to the rigor
to acquire the seal. As Jay S. Golden, the author of the
journal Sustainable Product Indexing, concludes, the
guidelines for a successful label would be as follows:
“(1) create just one or a few integrative ecolabels or
programs covering all relevant impact areas, (2) focus
on innovation that can bring about order-of-magnitude
improvements through a probe and learn strategy, (3)
measure a product’s impact across its life cycle, and
(4) be led by an international coalition of government,
industry, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs),
including those representing the interests of the
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consumer.*”
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The energy star and the nutrition label both significantly
inform consumers about their purchases. While
one provides elaborate information, the other is the
simplified version of such. They both demonstrate
access to information in the free market allowing
consumers to make the best choices. For data
that relies on additional knowledge to validate its
effectiveness, such as the nutrition label, variations of
design include highlighting in different colors to improve
a label's readability. Additionally, to make the general
public aware of the terminology, the reason for attention
and its impact often takes decades of education and
implementation.
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Scientific facts don't always gain the most resonance;
lifestyle analogies become useful in providing simple,
graspable truths. As Brandon Larson, the author of
Metaphors of Environmental Sustainability, wrote,
"the scientific community needs to relinquish the
conduit model of communication and become more
responsible for potential interpretations of its metaphoric
choices. Yet this will have limited effectiveness unless
nonscientists learn to reflect more deeply on their
interpretation of scientific metaphors.*" Text that
resonates, such as 10,000 steps a day for health and
2000 calories a day for nutrition, may not achieve the
scientific accuracy needed. Yet, these measures strike
a balance between understanding and engagement,
surpassing the necessity for scientific truth. In some
cases, the more actionable it is, the more successful.
With commodity platforms turning towards the digital
medium, new challenges for information compilation
and readability have surfaced. Communication
strategies are needed to accommodate variables in
how we encounter products, as the competitiveness
available in the product side by side comparison is now
substituted by layer-oriented service architecture. Labels
should start to address that our buying activities are
reflecting directly on ecological health.
After all, the food system, our product system, and
our living space share one biogeochemical system.
As the practice of transparency evolves, adapting the
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“The scientific
community needs
to relinquish the
conduit model of
communication
and become
more responsible
for potential
interpretations of its
metaphoric choices.
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Yet this will have
limited effectiveness
unless nonscientists
learn to reflect more
deeply on their
interpretation of
scientific metaphors.”
— Brandon Larson
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health awareness prevalent in the food product will
hopefully provide a basis for other products to follow.
Environmental responsibility can start by addressing
the fact that the material needed for production is
often obtained through extracting raw material from
the earth, transforming a collection of elements into an
undegradable form that leaves the ecological system
unreplenished. With an elevated product engagement,
the recognition of the environmental damage caused by
a product deserves an equal amount of attention.

* 18— “FDA Modernizes

Nutrition Facts Label for

* 19— “About Energy Effi-

ciency | About ENERGY

* 20— “Ecology and Society:
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Accessed 24 May 2020.
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University Press, 2011.
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→ To raise the awareness of ecological health
in electronics consumption, I started with a
label that took inspiration from the nutrition
labels. I aksed — How much should one
consume? Should there be a quantity guideline
that can provide a measurement to the over
consumption?
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Field Notes:
Tracing the Return
Journey
To physicalize how commodities flow in the Amazon
system, which operates with optimal efficiency
both online and offline, I signed up to visit one
of the Amazon’s fulfillment centers in Fall River,
Massachusetts, 30 minutes away from Providence.
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George, who is the tour guide and hiring officer of
the facility, introduced himself to the four of us. The
fulfillment center, as Amazon called it, is where orders
get fulfilled. This center in Fall River, is a non-sorting
fulfillment center, which primarily deals with products
that are over 16 inches tall. Being the only non-sorting
center out of 20 available centers for tours around North
America, I was guaranteed to see how facilities deal with
bigger pieces without sacrificing efficiency.

(Previous Page)
Amazon fulfillment
center located in Fall
River, Massachusetts.

As we walked through the door that brought us into
the factory, cameras were officially forbidden and we
relied on headphones to hear from George. We first
passed through a row of battery-powered charging
stations for trucks that would operate lifts when the
pallets of products needed to be stocked on shelves.
In the background was an area where all the products
reside temporarily before they are packed into smaller
packages and shipped away. The fact that it was huge
wasn’t as unsettling as the words coming into my ears.
George started with the age of this building--3 years old-which would be considered as an old building among
buildings that belong to Amazon. As we kept walking
towards the center of the facility, more and more shelves
with products packed on them filled my line of sight.
We stopped close to the center of the building. George
told us that this building is 4 miles wide, and before I
could calculate(caught up with) how many square feet
that is- he also told us that that’s the equivalent of 25
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football fields. We watched on the side of the highway
as multiple trucks went by.
Entering into one of the aisles, we were introduced to
how the structure of packing an order works. In between
a guessing game of what is the no.1 selling item from
this facility (which is the diaper), and how new products
filled up the shelf in random placement (assortments)
for packing efficiency, I asked George “Does this facility
handle returns?”
I asked because returning products, specifically the
ones that come from an online retailer like Amazon,
is one of the main concerns on product waste and
unnecessary mileage. Rumors say that returned items
never make it back on the shelf, and while Amazon
has a specific outlet, named Amazon warehouse that
sells return items, there are barely any products in
the category compared to the abundance of products
available on Amazon. I also know they don’t resell
everything because the lamp that I returned last month
is nowhere to be found on the platform.
“No, returns in this area go to Kentucky.” He continues,
“It is expensive to operate refund centers and there are
8 around this country that do that.” I asked him where
those products go after arriving in Kentucky, “ They go
to a non-sortable center closer to Kentucky.”
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It is fair that any process starting with an “Re-” is less
profitable to the company. As free return becomes
normal, abusing return policies raises the concern
of waste and reverse logistics. The accumulation of
return products has acquired a bad name- wall of
shame.* When companies receive returns, instead of
unboxing each item and returning them back on the
shelf, companies will instead opt for bulk processing.
Therefore, a sufficient amount of return items never
make it back onto the shelf to be resold via the
company.
Return in this case, is free of charge on behalf of the
consumer. I myself take great advantage of this policy to
try out things I am curious about, and know well enough
that once my curiosity ends in less than 30 days, I can
always get my money back. It is both the consumer and
the companies’ responsibility to make the reduction
process work; both sides taking considerate actions
towards handling commodities provides a start. For
consumers, being responsible with purchases and
taking good care of their own products is a necessity.
It is also the companies’ responsibility to prolong and
enhance the product experience.
For companies, returns involve a multitude of human
resources. From recollection to sorting, inefficient
reverse logistics are a huge loss for companies.
Therefore, many companies sell their products
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downstream to avoid this extra cost. The action of return
segments products into a cascading system, where the
primary market continues to manufacture new things,
and existing products eventually circulate into the
waste stream. As consumers, it is important to realize
that our decisions and actions matter;in this case,
return is secretly the main cause for excessive waste.
The convenience of online shopping can be alluring,
but think twice before you check out from your virtual
shopping cart.
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* 22— “How Returns Work

-Amazon Reverse Logistics
- Everything Supply Chain
for All Your Supply Chain
Needs.” Everything Supply
Chain for All Your Supply
Chain Needs, https://
www.facebook.com/
SupplyChainToday, 26
Oct. 2019, https://www.
everythingsupplychain.
com/how-returns-work-amazon-reverse-logistics/.
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Repair is my dad working on my bike in the garage
with a well-equipped wall of hand tools; my grandma
patching a kneehole brought home from a bike race in
the alley; me supergluing a broken sculpture at home,
hoping my mom wouldn't find out. All of the above
are familiar scenarios. Wrenches, fabric, needles, and
superglue are all accessible mediums. In comparison,
most of the products we interact with today, specifically
electronics, includes structures on a whole other
level. Hidden inside the shells of many products are
complicated systems. These functionalities, made
as simple as pressing a button, are a well-curated
collection of wires and chips. As more products electrify
and complicate, and we gravitate towards knowing how
to use and less on how to fix, our interaction remains on
the surface of the physical object.
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Repair comes to mind much later in a user journey.
Only when something breaks do we start to work on
how to get under the surface. A product, for example a
mobile phone, with glued parts requires heating tools to
soften the adhesive, making it much more complicated
to disassemble. One will be expected to disassemble
the screen and rear case—a brutal dissection, with
one suction cup on the front, sometimes another one
in the back, plus multiple plastic chips inserted into
the cracks to force the two parts to separate. A group
of repair technicians provided a repairability rating for
all phones on the market based on the difficulty of the
repair process. On a scale of one to ten, with ten as
the best repairability score, products available in the
United States range between five to seven.* As repair
advocates continue to expect repair awareness from the
manufacturers, the newly launched touch screen fold
phones still scored a low one on the repairability scale.

(Right)
Opening the back
cover of a phone is
often the first step to
electronics repair.
It is also one of the
trickiest, as this
operation requires
multiple tools and a lot
of prying.

(Right)
Ifixit provides
repairability scores
for cellphones on the
market evaluated
through product
teardown. The ratings
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are given depending
on its ease of
disassembly and parts
availability. For more
information, please
visit https://www.ifixit.
com/smartphonerepairability.

Across the Atlantic ocean, product innovators are
launching mobile phones with a modular structure,
which only requires one screwdriver and your hands
to take it apart. Fairphone, a mobile phone company
based in Amsterdam, designed a modular phone
that enables users to interchange parts easily.* For
electronics, good repairability can be the ease in taking
things apart. Modular phones are a great example of
considering repairability within the design process.
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(Left)
Fairphone is a
modular phone with
all parts available to
purchase online.
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Some might disagree that modular phones are in
any way a better solution, visually and structurally. A
product with modularity requires built-in compartments,
which adds thickness to a product. Since slim and
lightweight design has become a competitive feature for
electronics, providing repair through modular structure
would put a product into a significant disadvantage
under current marketing trends. Modular construction
also requires eliminating most of the glued-in
compartments, which would disable the waterproof
capacity many products aim to include.
An alternative to improving a product’s repairability
is providing a well-distributed repair service network.
There are options such as authentic repair services
and local repair shops available to consumers. For
authentic repair, service offered by the company, it is
most convenient if you are on a care subscription. With
a monthly subscription fee, one will have access to their
repair services provided at a reduced cost (yes, you
still have to pay). Out- of-care service is also available
at a slightly higher price.* Some companies provide
repair at designated repair shops, while others offer
mail-in programs available upon request. Both Apple
and Samsung adopted these methods as their primary
domain for repair services. With limited availability
around the United States and only accessible in bigger
cities, accessing authentic repair is not the most
convenient for all mobile phone users.
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Apart from what companies have to offer, independent
repair shops support areas that aren’t covered by
authentic repair. Taking my current residing location
Providence, RI, as an example, the over 20 repair
locations in town are more than sufficient to serve
mobile phone users of this region. In addition to a
business-oriented operation, repair cafes bring together
a group of volunteers and curious tinkerers. With
intentions to fix things that would otherwise enter the
waste stream, people also gather for less well-known
repair information, such as game boxes and printers, as
well as insights and tacit knowledge on non-electronics
repair.
Self-repair initiatives have been especially popularized
through the reform of repair rights, with the additional
advantages of flexibility, data protection, and
economical price points. With appropriate tools
and replacement parts, repair could be done with
less restriction on time and location. New business
opportunities emerge through self-repair initiatives.
Websites such as ifixit and fixez, provide free repair
guides and videos, with tools and replacement parts
available for purchase.* Many electronics users

(Right)
An iPhone repair
manual available
online.
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have become aware of the self-repair option under
current times when the existing repair service systems
are disrupted and unavailable anytime soon. The
necessity for individuals to become aware of all repair
options, including self repair, provides alternatives that
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(Left)
Repair Cafes.

maintain current product use. Although inconvenient in
comparison to professional services, repair operation
on an individual level strengthens a product system that
enables faster responses to hardware problems.
Repair is not a compulsory inclusive part of a product;
what makes repair services and capabilities further
neglected is that its existence is not as marketable as a
product's exterior feature. Mobile phone advertisements
always render the most attractive features of the
device. Celebratory features such as cameras of higher
quantities, new color palettes, finishing on the rear
case, and updated software add competitiveness to a
product in the marketplace. Requesting repairability
as a product feature relies on more users becoming
aware of the advantages of a repair network, which
can significantly affect consumers' environmental
responsibility. As we become reliant on our electronic
devices, the implementation, extent, and availability of
repair information would promise a user's undisrupted
experience, consistency in product performance, and
further enhance the company-consumer relationship.
As we will continue to make new and sophisticated
products, with the respect that technological
advancement remains integral in cultural, social, and
economic development, the request for repairability
considerations from the company takes the above into
account. As product advances, a healthy and reliable
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system should proportionally elevate the repair network
that provides timely support to product malfunctioning
and accidental breakages. I propose "Made Advance
yet Accessible” (MAYA), a formula for sustainable
product metrics that suggests a balanced consideration
between product complexity and repairability. The
increased implementation of the repair module will
provide a reliable product and optimize sustainable
practice.
A repairability assessment for future sustainable growth
requires a comprehension of the increased inclusion
of software counterparts following knowledge barriers
that would rely on the repair service in place more than
the assistance of self-repair. Therefore, a product's
repairability criteria are evaluated via the following two
metrics— the ease of hardware disassembly and the
accessibility of repair information.
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“Most Advanced Yet
Accessible.”
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The first is a metric rating according to the level of
difficulty in disassembly, which the website iFixit made
available.* This score would reflect whether repairability
is considered during the design process and the
effectiveness of the solution. As one of the highest
standards of hardware repairability, only a few products
on the market have achieved a full score for this criteria.
With increased awareness of the need for a repairability
considered hardware design, a more elegant solution
can be expected to substitute our current modular
system. The second metric is an evaluation of the
repair service availability, which is needed to support
hardware repair promptly and on more complex issues
such as software malfunction. The assessment would
include transparency in communication— whether or
not the company has made its information on repair
services available, and their stance on repair-for-all.
The low score would be a result of the unavailability
in replacement parts, working tools, and instruction
manuals, lobbying against repair actions, or setting
restrictions on third party repair operations. The
two metrics combined is the scope of MAYA, which
aims to foster sustainable practice corresponding to
technological advancement.
Besides measuring the difficulty of hardware
disassembly, repairability metrics should also measure
the accessibility of repair services, replacement parts,
working tools, and instruction manuals. Additionally,
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the three repair options— authentic repair, local repair,
and self-repair— should continue to be made clear
as a better option to consumers as opposed to new
purchases led by recycling an old device. Maintaining
product longevity is one of the most effective ways to
lead to a less wasteful future. A product repairability
assessment is a call to action from the users to the
company. As companies introduce new and exciting
technology to the public, the additional attention on
how to maintain the product in use is a gesture towards
a sustainable product development— one that asks
consumers to become a responsible party of the
planet. The principle of "Made Advance Yet Accessible"
is my first step to propel the future of the product
ecosystem in the right direction and equip consumers
with knowledge for decision making, coupled with
responsible environmental action.
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* 23—“Smartphone Repairability Scores - IFixit.”

* 25— “IPhone Repair -

Official Apple Support”---.

IFixit: The Free Repair

Official Apple Support,

Manual, https://www.ifixit.

https://support.apple.

com/smartphone-repair-

com/iphone/repair/service.

ability. Accessed 26 May
2020.

* 24— https://shop.fairphone.
com/en/?ref=header

Accessed 26 May 2020.

* 26— https://www.ifixit.
com/Guide

*

27— https://www.ifixit.com/
smartphone-repairability
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Recycling was once recognized as a sustainable action.
Compared to repair, the public was more aware of and
attracted to the convenience of recycling. Introduced
in the 1960s, recycling quickly became a simple and
convenient solution for the citizens. The naiveness of
“everything can be recycled” led many to believe that
recycling was a sufficient option. For some, recycling
was a permission to over-purchase, utilized as their
environmental responsibility. Recycling became well
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known through the blue bin— everything dumped inside
would be hauled away in the morning. However, the ugly
truth of the overloaded waste system was unearthed— the
convenient sounding single stream waste resulted in extra
cleaning and sorting on the back end. Recycling should
have been the last resort.

(Previous Page)

(Right)

The recycled symbol

Different concepts

designed by Gary

proposed for a circular

Anderson in 1970.

economy, with
maintain and reuse
as the most efficient
and effective among all
solutions.

Electronics repair is a responsible practice that would
relieve stress from the waste stream. Yet, since repair has
not been a compulsory part of a product since the 1980s,
fewer people have the mentality, the agency, the tools, and
the information to become a repairer. Whether it is because
repair operations are no longer a necessity, or that the
culture around tinkering has passed, new purchases took
over the popularity of repair.
After waste had accumulated beyond the limit of the
existing waste system, and waste practice outside of
the country resulted in a combination of social and
environmental issues, agents of environmental health
raised the importance of an alternative. Different circular
concepts emerged, aiming to substitute the linear model—
make, use, disposal— that spoiled the society. Among all
proposals, repair as a circular model is the most effective
in reducing new capital, with product remaining in use,
and only disposing the defective parts minimizes the waste
produced. As a user call-to-action, providing the knowledge
on repair and the path to resource locations are invaluable
in reviving the repair culture.
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→ Aether is a Chrome extension that provides

product repairability rating and repair pricing
while shopping, allowing consumers to evaluate
repairability before purchase.
The efficacy of repair is influenced by the
decisions made in the design process— both
structural designs in the hardware and repair
service availability would profoundly affect the
difficulty of a repair operation.
Additionally, operating repairs on some devices
are more costly than others. For example, the
Motorola Razr that features innovative hardware
designs is barely repairable and will cost $300
for a battery replacement. The already steep
sales price is a misrepresentation of how much
one will have to pay throughout product use,
considering this purchase is an investment for
long term use.
With the transparency of the total price that
includes a minimal repair cost and sales cost,
and providing availability of repair services
for pre-purchase assessment, customers can
determine which product is more repairable,
economical, and easier to maintain.
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→ Repair and repairability is a hidden feature,
yet it is one that requires more attention and
action. This visual series, Learn Tech the Food
Way, utilizes food as an analogy provides a
familiar medium to the usual technical process,
and helps to visualize what to expect when
getting under the shell of the product— i.e.
the layers and components attached and how
they work together. The familiar medium and
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(View Video)

its playfulness are proxies to communicate
the sophistication of repair. Regardless of how
complex the repair process is, electronic users
should always default to repair instead of new
purchases. The environmental benefits of repair
outweigh new purchases. Regardless of how
sustainable the production process is, a new
product is always an additional unit of materials
gathered and invested.
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→ Repairer's Recipe is a a repository for sustainable
research and proposals to the production
system as electronics continue to popularize. In
response to the e-waste landscape, the discussion
aims to find a balance between technological
growth and viable, sustainable proposals. This
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project started with the contemplation of "how to
stop electronics becoming e-waste," which led to
the cross-pollination of sustainable research and
playful communication to raise awareness.
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Mobile phones, despite my criticism of companies
lobbying against repair activities, remain one of the
more repairable items among electronics. Because of
the mobile phone’s prevalence, the obstacles to repair
have resonated with a broader audience. After many
years of protest, mobile phone repair is now available as
a variety of business services. However, improvements
for product repairability are needed for other products
we encounter on a day to day basis, including
headphones, tablets and speakers, which currently
have no method to conduct a necessary repair. Airpods,
as an example, have batteries that are not replaceable.*
Smart speakers have glued-on fabric; therefore, the first
step of disassembly is peeling the fabric material off. By
reintroducing repair through the most popular product
around us, the mobile phone, the goal is to provide an
entry to raise awareness of repair.
Modern repairers are facing a repair process with a
higher level of complexity. Active repair practices help
to revive a culture where product owners are also
repairers. For mobile phone repair, parts are smaller
than hands can handle; there are many tool-switching
moments while working, and the sudden delicacy
right after one has forcefully pulled glued pieces apart
proves challenging. The visual series—Learn Tech
the Food Way hopes to reintroduce repair through
playfulness, which will assist the repair process, and,
most importantly, providing the literacy around repair.
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Its inclusiveness in products would allow users to
maintain product usage. Consumers gain speaking
and working knowledge to influence companies in
producing designs with repair in mind; the trajectory
towards a sustainable system will hopefully become a
collaborative one.
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* 28 — Lloyd, Craig. “You’ll

Have to Replace Your $160
AirPods Every Few Years.”
How-To Geek, How-To
Geek, 21 Feb. 2019,
https://www.howtogeek.
com/405153/youll-have-toreplace-your-160-airpodsevery-few-years/.
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Collaborative
Resilience
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(Below)
Good Life Goals, a
personal guideline
referencing the
17 sustainable
development goals
highlighted by the UN.

The environment should be in pretty good hands,
considering the abundance of sustainable development
organizations that continue to emerge in different
countries, proposing projects on a local and
international scale and awareness rising in higher
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authorities. Some efforts are internationally recognized;
The United Nations laid out 17 sustainable development
goals published as a universal call to action for its
members.* Additionally, Good Life Goals, a manual
inclusive of lifestyle tips, provides dedicated guidelines
for individual references.* Everyone from the United
Nations, an intergovernmental organization that held
significant weight in the appeal of future directions, to
smaller nonprofits,are unanimously marching towards
one goal- to make the planet a better place for people
to live.
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The collaboration between government, private, and
public sectors benefits from each having different
primary goals. Providing diverse expertise would
align profits and benefits that leverage resources
and maximize the effect. Independent agencies
often provide detailed case studies that are culturally
relevant and location-specific. Additionally, individual
organizations focus on the selected audiences
that bridges between the much needed first- hand
observation, academic research, and communication to
the private sector.
Partnerships that exist in the middle also mean
sustainable goals can continue to advance even when
leaders at the higher hierarchy shift focus. For the most
part, the progression of environmental justice is the
accumulation of smaller steps, making significant goals
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(Left)
Linear vs circular
resource circulation.

possible. Many theories in writing support the circular
economy ideology, and the optimism of this practice.
The definition of a circular economy is a diverse one— it
covers business philosophy as well as a personal value.
In other words, the advancement of environmental
protection constitutes macro and micro-level
adjustments, something both businesses, governments,
and you can do.
Recognizing a linear product system— structured by
make-use- disposal— has overwhelmed the ecological
system, an alternative proposes a circular resource flow.
Maintaining products within a use stage and circulating
between stages of use and repair, would slow down the
product to waste journey. The action of repair advances
the existing linear system to a circular model, extends
product lifespan, and maintains product usability.
In a world where products are a result of globalized
effort— from material sourcing to manufacturing, and
sales— every step in the process involves moving
products from the companies' system to a consumer's
physical location. In the end, product ownership
covers an even broader distance than manufacturing
processes. The concentration of a repair network
defines the resilience of a product system; a higher
number of repair touch points would provide a more
resilient product system. The diversity in repair methods
is favorable— when the connection to one option is
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interrupted, there is always an alternative. A resilient
product system would include a concentrated repair
network that acknowledges the fact that the distance
and knowledge barriers between the maker and the
user cause inefficiency in supporting a continuous
product performance. If unsolved, the owner would
have to seek an alternative, which often means new
purchases and sometimes disposal. Therefore, the
reason for popularizing self-repair is to support product
usage even in the most extreme disrupted condition.
As an example, the current situation demonstrates
the necessity of building infrastructure with resiliency.
Individuals are capable of responding faster than
systems, adding an addition of flexibility to the repair
system.
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Stating that repair isn't an option is not accurate; the
problem is its tendency to hide in plain sight. With
companies withdrawing access, and users opting for
a more convenient option, the psychology to offer and
select convenience over an alternative option applies
to both businesses and individuals. A resilient product
system is a collaborative effort needed between the
user and the maker. Some would argue that only a
top-down approach can have its impact. As Elizabeth
Buikstra, the author of the journal The Components of
Resilience, writes, "Community resilience is the greater
sum of individual members’ resilience.*" Indeed, if
companies volunteer to provide well-networked access
it would provide an impact that outperforms what one
can do on an individual level. Yet, the influence of repair
at the individual and local level provides alternatives that
manage significant system stressors. The emergence
and practice of self-repair efforts help to decentralize an
existing service system that was originally implemented
with little resiliency.
Rather than reinforcing the dichotomy of the top-down
and bottom-up and having an imbalance of singlesided contribution, a resilient product system advocates
for the action of repair and suggests meeting in the
middle, where all participating parties— policymaker,
companies, repair services, private organizations, and
individual consumers—can contribute to expanding
the network. As Amanda Schochet, computational
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ecologist and the co-founder of Micro, stated, "...
habitat fragments (are adding) add up to make a more
resilient ecosystem.*" As society continues to encounter
unpredictability, a resilient network would help to
embrace new turbulences. A collaborative effort will
strengthen the product system and develop a resilient
network that is critical to a circular and sustainable
future.
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* 29— “Envision2030: 17

* 31— Buikstra, Elizabeth,

* 32— Schochet, Amanda.
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Field Notes: A Trip
to the RI Local
Recycling Center,
ORS

To understand where and how e-waste is processed,
I decided to visit a recycling facility. Without much
expectation that they would respond to my request to
tour the recycling facilities (research has definitely had
an influence on me)I was under the impression that
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there is always something to hide. The phone rang
five times before Office Recycling Solutions (ORS), a
recycling facility in Coventry, RI, picked up the phone
and agreed to show me around. It was that simple.
Three days later at 9am, I arrived at their site.

(Right)
A label highlighting
items accepted at drop
off locations around
Rhode Island.

Brent, the owner of ORS, met me by the door.
Considering that it was a very cold January morning, his
staff have already been working in the delivery area for
quite some time. Staff rest items they have examined
from the shipment one a few wooden palettes were
laid out on the floor where. These containers came
from locations all around Rhode Island. As we walked
around the corner of the delivery area, more containers
greeted us. One of them has a label attached that
indicates what they collect and what they don’t. Resting
around these containers are CRT televisions—not one,
but a whole stack of at least ten. Looking around their
outdoor collection, I was surprised at how dated most
of the items were. Brent explained that they work with
organizations, collecting items that are no longer in use.
And yes, up until today, CRT TVs are still coming in and
makes up a big portion of what they receive.
We headed inside the facility, a very spacious
warehouse, where more products stacked and wrapped
neatly. “These will be sent for material recovery.”
Aside from its plastic casing, CRT TVs are structured
with steel frames and screens obtaining material
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(Left)
CRT TVs ready for
material recovery.

valuable if responsibly separated. Additionally to the
statewide collection, ORS also processes recycling
for companies. According to the Rhode Island state
policy, each company selling their products in the
state is responsible to establish a take-back program
and achieve a certain recycling percentage annually,
supported by a documentation report. For Brent, his
job is to closely monitor the collection rate, process,
and deliver the products to a responsible downstream
processor.
Then we headed upstairs, where items were sorted
in product categories and brands. These are items
that have reuse and resale value. Products that are
still fully functional should remain in their functionality
stage. Transforming products into materials is never
economically or environmentally beneficial because
the process for a product until it transforms into the
material stage stretches from human resources to a
recovery process heavily dependent on acid processes.
Therefore, unlike recyclers who shred products, the
recycling facility Brent runs aims for reuse and resell.
Their practice is a filter that retains products that were
racing towards the waste stream. When things leave this
warehouse for a downstream recycler, there is often no
going back.
With an elaborate refurbishing center, products that still
function properly are sold back into the market. Prior
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to introducing them to the refurbished market, these
products would go through cleaning, hardware and
software diagnostics, and data wiping before ending up
on Ebay. With products that do not function sufficiently
as a whole unit, and cannot be repaired or fixed, parts

(Below)
ProEarth in-house
refurbishing center.

will be taken out and sold separately. Every product
sold through ORS will have a slip inside the packaging
that provides information on their Pro Earth Division, as
well as a link to recycling facilities if a consumer wishes
to responsibly dispose later. The reuse before recycling
initiative earned ORS an
R2 certificate, given to
businesses that have shown
the quality and transparency
in recycling businesses, as
well as advocacy of reuse
and refurbishment of items
received.* Even today, they
33
remain the only recycling
facility awarded with a R2
certificate in Rhode Island.
Our society has come a long
way from what was once
a devastating scene with
electronics going straight
to the landfill and putting
water and soil systems at
risk. Today, products are
responsibly disposed of,
collected and processed,
and this is the combined
effort of policy makers,
organizations, and individual
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(Left)
R2 certificates
awarded to ORS.

(Left)
Every item sold
from the ProEarth
division includes
this label. It provides

citizens. Recycling options need to be in place for
the bottom line of environmental health, but recycling
should never be a default to other alternatives such
as reuse and repair. My first stop behind the scenes
of the waste stream turned out to be one of the best
practices in the state, and without any other firsthand
recycling center visits it is hard to make a comparison
and draw up an unbiased conclusion on what the
current state of practice looks like. What is certain is that
recycling is a multifold practice; for a recycling facility
to advocate for reuse over recycling is a huge step
towards a sustainable future. As we move forward with
environmental challenges, it is crucial to identify and
evaluate all options marked for a better, more circular
future.

customers with
contact information
and future recycling
suggestions.

* 33— https://sustainable-

electronics.org/r2-standard
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Available
Recycling
Approaches,
Waste
Policies and
Responsibilities

Everyone has one of those drawers dedicated to the
corpse of electronics. Grew out from outdated products,
the family of cables, chargers, and accessories
remained a prominent member. They all haphazardly
lay in the drawer with no particular order; they’re there
because they have nowhere else to go. For the most
part, they are too inconvenient to recycle, and they do
not hold enough value to be resold into the refurbished
market.
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While most materials, such as paper or plastics, enter
the single stream waste processing (controversial on its
own), electronic waste is handled separately. Electronic
products are labeled with a symbol of a crossed-out bin,
often printed on the back of a product, smaller than the
size of your pinky fingernail. This symbol indicates that
the disposal will be categorized as Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE), representing a collective
of electronic products ranging from television, fridge,
laptops to cell phones.* Regardless of the symbols
real estate, since WEEE was put in place in 2003, the
directive has successfully made the public aware of
the necessity in treating electronic products differently
from household trash. Legislations are in place to
prevent products from entering the landfill and causing
environmental pollution.
If one wishes to recycle, a quick internet search shows
dozens of places that accept electronic recycling,
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ranging from retail stores to local recyclers. In addition
to the physical operation, some businesses offer
a virtual collection through a mail-in program. This
method is adopted in e-commerce, such as Amazon.
According to its website, the corporation outsources
its recycling collection to a recycler Reteck, located
in Texas.* It is unclear how e-commerce commits to
state policies for recycling practice. In Rhode Island,
manufacturers and retailers are required to submit
documentation on their recycling strategies—indicating
take-back programs or the outsourcing of recycling to
local operations.* The responsibility for regulatory and
e-waste monitoring is shared between the Rhode Island
Resource Recovery Center (RIRRC) and the Department
of Environmental Management (DEM). Their duties
include overseeing companies’ e-waste collection
documentation and operating drop off locations for
citizens and organizations.

(Right)
The WEEE symbol.
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As a part of my research, I asked a director at RIRRC,
who would prefer to remain anonymous, a few
questions on the Recovery Center’s ’s current recycling
practice, obstacles they face, and future directions.
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Q: Challenges: What are the challenges you have faced
running an electronics collection program? This can
be coming from staff on-site, for example, difficulty in
handling specific items, or citizens dropping off items
that the program does not handle. This could also be
concerns about collection efficiency at the management
level.
A:
(1) Making the public aware of what a ‘covered
electronic device’ is for collection purposes
has been a particular challenge. Under RI
law, computers, laptops, monitors and TVs
are covered. Printers, peripherals, or general
electronics are not. However, they are dropped
off and the processing costs must be absorbed.
(2) Ensuring the private programs (non-State
run) are in fact collecting their full allotted weight
and are not reporting any ’ghost weight’. I.e.
reporting weights in excess of actual collected
weights.

Q: I am trying to understand if the trend of smaller
electronics causes any issues in collection and
handling.
A: From what I observe, the collection of the
products is primarily by hand and therefore the
trend toward smaller products does not seem to
be presenting any collection issues.
Q: Do you see the program expanding/ altering the
collection categories in the future?
A: Under current law, printers will become a
“covered electronic device” once they hit 20%
of the total weight collected. Beyond that, I am
not aware of any current legislative proposals
to amend the types of devices that the program
addresses. That said I can see a need and or
opportunity to revise the list as technology shifts
change the presence of devices and recyclable
materials in the waste stream.

(3) Maintaining a balance in the systems so that

Q: What would you recommend doing when someone
would like to recycle their electronics? To bring products

the State program at least is at break even and
not running operating losses.

back to the retail store where we got our product, or to
bring it to a local recycling program like yours?
A: Find the recycling solution that’s easiest and
most cost effective for them.
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Q: I am evaluating which option would be more efficient
in improving the collection rate in Rhode Island.
The answer would be communicated with in-state
consumers through my design proposal.

A: You are correct RIRRC itself does not demanufacture electronics. Instead we contract
with a service provider (currently RMG) who
picks them up from our collection facilities in
the condition that they have been delivered by
the public. The contractor in turn brings the
materials to their facility and processes them.
RIRRC is not directly involved in processing the
materials. As such your research regarding
recycling processes and material yields is best
directed to those actually doing that work.

A: I think there are two primary drivers in this
regard. The first is convenience. The less time
consuming and therefore easier it is, the better
chance you have of getting more people to
participate. From there the question seems to
shift to cost and how much money a person is
willing to pay for a given level of convenience.
Q: Further processing: how much, in rough %, of
electronics collected in the resource recovery programs
are processed for reuse and repair?
A: The State run program is specific to recycling
not reuse and repair.
Q: After collection, What are the procedures that the
programs go through? What would happen to the
scrap material? I was kindly told that RIRRC doesn’t
de-manufacture electronics. In what stage would
the product be when it is handed to out-of-state
processing? I am trying to understand the human
resources involved in the collection process, and
whether manual disassembling is a part of what your
program does.
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On a federal level, while EPA provides general
guidelines on e-waste recycling practice, each state is
responsible for its regulation establishment. Currently,
25 states have e-waste regulations in place.* Lacking a
hierarchical relational system resulted in a wide variety
of e-waste policy operating simultaneously across the
United States. However, the upside is that each state
has its independent operation guidebook, and will
continue to protect the regional environment regardless
of the national political party in power.
Research shows that the recycling system remains
largely neglected despite its commonness. For one, the
processing system in place hasn’t been reliable in data
collection. According to the World Economic Forum,
only 20% of E-waste around the world is documented
as properly collected, suggesting that the rest that is
neglected could easily be on the path of illegal disposal,
export, and processing.* Furthermore, simply evaluating
the complexity in products will show that one single
unit often composed of over 60 metal elements, and
this hasn’t included the categories of plastics involved,
which would only add to the diversity.* While I do not
wish to promote recycling as a practice, a system that

(Right)
Areas colored
in orange have
implemented a
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statewide e-waste
regulation.

(Right)
The current practice
of e-waste collection
is disproportionate to
e-waste production—
only 4% of e-waste
is legally collected
worldwide.
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can responsibly handle disposed items is the bottom
line to protecting the environment. As a proposition
to the future legislative practice, a federal level policy
implementation is required to alter the scope in practice.
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(Left)
All manufacturers
selling in the state
of Rhode Island are
asked to register their
recycling methods
with the local
authority.
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On an international level, some countries have made
efforts to establish new laws to regulate waste as a
subsidiary of climate change reform. The Green Deal,
existing in both the United States and the European
Commission, covers different areas of sustainable
improvement.* The Green Deal was first presented in
the European sector in 2019, drawing clear roadmaps
to a carbon-neutral 2050 by “decoupling economic
growth from resource use.*” The plan will focus on the
electronics sector, where potential in material circularity
is high. By populating clear plans encourages future
investments in projects that forward the initiatives. On
the other hand, The Green New Deal introduced in the
United States is at its early stages. Simply the innergovernmental dispute suggested that there is more
communication before agreement and action.
With this project, the investigation of legislation on the
local, federal and international level aims to assist my
mapping process in highlighting the neglected areas
that can be improved, while proposing a theoretical
framework that would make a positive environmental
impact. Understanding that recalibrating policies is a
separate project in itself; by focusing on achieving the
top-down method to the system of waste would require
disregarding solutions that are capable of affecting the
landscape via an alternative direction. My main interest
has it in proposing a collaborative solution.
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My advisor, Andreas Mershin, once told me, “It’s not
the top-down or bottom-up you are working with; you
want to exist in the middle.” He said this way before
any research and context formed a constructive logic.
And yet, I have arrived at taking a direction that proves
remaining in the middle is the most powerful and
beneficial option—from the perspective of product
solution, my position in the system as a third party, and
the proposing for future sustainable development. It all
came back in a full circle.

* 34— https://ec.europa.eu/

environment/waste/weee/

*

* 38— http://www3.weforum.
org/docs/WEF_A_New_

index_en.htm

Circular_Vision_for_Elec-

35— https://amazonre-

tronics.pdf

cycling-us.re-teck.com/
recycling/home
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detail/en/ip_20_420

org/docs/WEF_A_New_

Circular_Vision_for_Elec-

ri.gov/pubs/regs/regs/waste/

* 37— https://www.ecycle-

https://ec.europa.eu/

commission/presscorner/

* 39— http://www3.weforum.

* 36— http://www.dem.
ewaste13.pdf

* 41—

tronics.pdf

*

40— https://ec.europa.
eu/info/strategy/priori-

clearinghouse.org/content-

ties-2019-2024/europe-

page.aspx?pageid=10

an-green-deal_en
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Field Notes:
Recovering
Precious Metals

Date: Feb 07, 2020
Site: Gannon & Scott
Activity: Metal Recovery Facility Visit
Summary
Following most of the material recovery facility would
take me outside of Rhode Island. I was lucky to visit
one of the few that was in operation in Rhode Island.
Andrew, the manager at a precious metal refinery,
Gannon and Scott, agreed to show me their facilities.
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The process of material recovery runs in two folds.
First, they collect high-grade electronic scrap from
manufacturers and collectors, which would include
circuit boards and credit card chip strips where the
concentration of precious metal is high. Additionally,
they work with businesses and governmental agencies
that require unique product processing when data
privacy is a concern. In this case, the material collected
goes through certified deconstruction, where the entire
unit is processed (burned) in the furnace.

(Previous Page)

(Right)

Gannon and Scott's

PCBs from collectors

main processing

prior to material

facility.

processing.

(Right)
Certified
deconstruction burns
the entire product in
the furnace instead
of disassembly before
recycling. This service
is only available for
unique clients with
data and privacy
concerns.
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Next, materials enter the thermal reduction unit, where
E-waste is processed in multiple stages. The heat will
eliminate the impurities in E-waste scraps, leaving the
metals for screening. The filters separate materials
into two sizes; each cluster goes through milling and
blending to help pulverize the material. The content
sieved through the screen is fine black dust, inclusive of
the most valuable precious metal; the content withheld
on the sieve is melted into metal ingots.

(Left)
The facilities in
Gannon and Scott
include a furnace and
air pollution control
systems.

(Next Page Left)
Metal dust.
(Next Page Right)
Metal ingots.
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The metals they recover are sold back to the precious
metal market, but not without a long journey. Their
inhouse chemistry lab tests and documents the
percentages of ingredients in each batch. The material
recovery process will then leave the United States
for Germany, where metal ingots are remelted and
purified before entering manufacturing. I ask, "Isn't there
a factory closer to the United States?" Considering
shipping buckets of fine dust and metal blocks overseas
will still make a profit, they should have alternative
locations. "No, the market size for precious metal
recycling is not big enough in the United States. You
can find copper, aluminum, and steel processing
facilities here, but not the facilities that are adequate to
process complicated materials."
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(Right)
Barrelling metal
particle filtered after
processing.
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Social Justice in
Urban Mining:
Regenerative
Repair

(Left)
E-waste processing
captured in Thailand.

Material recovery was once associated with images
similar to this— mountains of ambiguous substances,
haphazardly tangled, with a few people buried in
between.
This is a very early version of material recovery
practice. Often leveraged as a convenient exit for
waste overload, it is not until much later that this image
surfaced and was immediately criticized due to the
fact that the subjects in the picture are dressed in an
outfit one would wear when gardening. Judging by
how unnatural the subjects are, they are not wearing
the appropriate outfit. In images like this one subjects
are often depicted with bare hands and no protective
gear, people are kneeling on the floor, working without
a proper work station. It is not uncommon that waste
rests directly on bare soil without any barriers; puddles
show an unnatural color that isn't of water and mud
combination. This scene is not acceptable under any
social or environmental guidelines, but material recovery
unfortunately once looked like this across the globe
when one side of the trade is an economically stronger
party.
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Today, regulations are in place to prevent illegal
shipments. With an increased awareness of the
limited space in landfills, the urge for a solution rose
even further when China announced a trash ban in
November 2017. A strict import set limitations on 24
different kinds of solid waste to enter the country, which
includes textiles and electronics.* Before this update
on waste regulation, China has been the destination
of most garbage since 2010, processing around 70%
of the waste around the world.* After one of the most
extensive domains closed its doors, exports turned to
other countries such as Thailand for help. The capacity
of alternative locations is nowhere near what China can
tolerate, therefore, as an emergency response before
settling on a better solution, the United States opened
up new spaces to accommodate E-waste.
The discovery of the material value of E-waste
facilitated the material recovery practice to transform
into urban mining. This method recovers rare metals
in electronic waste and has shown higher efficiency
than virgin mining. Research shows that urban mining
is 13 times cheaper, with more value per weight.* The
first well-known effort in including a recovery system
within production belongs to Apple. In 2010, robot
Liam and soon after robot Daisy were introduced
to us, representing the company’s ambitious goal
towards material recovery and closed-loop supply
chain. “It(the robot) can take apart up to 200 iPhone
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(Right)
E-waste flow, early
2017.
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(Next Page)
Robot Daisy is
designed to take apart
iPhones.
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“...no one process will
extract and separate all
the recyclable metals
from a product; rather,
its components must
go through different
recycling lines. Often,
the science is that
extracting one metal
means leaving others
behind.”
—David S. Abraham
192
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devices per hour.*” The implementation of a robot,
substituting long-distance journeys and uncontrollable
working conditions that endanger human health, is an
improvement in social justice; companies are taking
responsibility into their own hands. However, faster
disassembly only solved one of the many obstacles
in the material recovery process. Over the years,
significantly miniaturized electronics introduced
significant obstacles in material recovery. It also means
that more products in quantity are needed to make the
recovery process economically viable.
The intricacies in products, structured with smaller
parts and more material variety, challenges the existing
material recovery techniques. As David S. Abraham
says, “...no one process will extract and separate all the
recyclable metals from a product; rather, its components
must go through different recycling lines. Often, the
science is that extracting one metal means leaving
others behind. For example, once minor metals go
into an aluminum or steel smelter, it is hard to recover
them at all. Furthermore, only a handful of smelters
globally can extract specialty metals like selenium and
tellurium.*” With the current technology, choosing one
option means losing the other. To improve material
recovery rates, collection initiated by the company
is the most efficient collection system. With patents
protecting production processes including materials,
companies are often the only ones with the knowledge
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(Left)
Metals in an iPhone
that Apple is
aiming for material

of the combination of ingredients used in production.
Therefore, they are also the ideal party to determine the
most effective way to recover materials included.

recollection.

The competition industries set for themselves, including
designing products with optimal performance and
lightweight material, often centers on getting ahead in
manufacturing without considering the afterlife of each
product. The focus on performance optimization for the
past couple decades further advances the technical
difference between production and destruction. With
laboratories all over the United States experimenting
with different disassembly and material recovery
techniques, solutions are in their early stages and
remain practical only at a small scale. Considering the
speed of manufacturing, a well-designed destruction
system, that encompasses disassembly and material
recovery method, will be expected to digest the waste
accumulated as well as forthcoming waste.
The recent attention in rare minerals material recovery
and E-waste strategies as a solution comes from the
electric vehicles industry. The raw materials for battery
production, including nickel, cobalt, and lithium, have
skyrocketed in price over the past five years. Relying
on imports for raw material resources is not an ideal
long term plan, many, including the United States
Department of Energy, are seeking for collection,
sorting and recovery solutions that can be applied at
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a large scale.* I hope, the attention to transforming
material recovery into a practice that takes socioecological well being into consideration will become
mainstream as the country seeks an economic
opportunity.
Success in material recovery/urban mining must
balance social-ecological well being and economic
viability. The practice that was once only relevant to a
few has gained popularity for its material value. From
collection to disassembly and sorting, the high-tech
solution proposes speed as the ultimate solution,
to resolve multilayered problems. In a new model,
collection and sorting involves logistics and networks,
and material processing is embedded in a technical
process. Piecing together these three puzzles results in
a long process, and with improvements needed in each
sector, achieving speed should not be the primary
concern.
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“Slow down
to speed up.”

Repair is a slow strategy; the success of a balanced
social-ecological consideration lies within the material
recovery process. In searching for a strategy whose
primary goal is to remap relations, I ask— how
can existing products adapt to benefit the material
recovery process? How to operate material recovery
that will extend product value? For the user facing
message, it is essential that the solution does not
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encourage more purchases. From the environmental
perspective, slowing down relieves the strain on the
waste stream; from a social perspective, the complexity
of disassembly that currently relies on futuristic robots
can be substituted ethically by repairers. The most
efficient and environmentally responsible material
collection should only be conducted on parts that
have well served their lives. Repair provides an
ethical and material filtration that ensures sustainable
outcomes. As an example, the repair process of a
battery results in a fully functioning phone, and the
battery/material in value as a byproduct. The repair
process itself will automatically generate valuable parts
and resolve the complexity of disassembling to filter
material. Additionally, the process of repair conducted
by the user or technician covers the concerns for
illegal human labor and the unpredictable working
environment overseas.
It takes the acceptance that this environmental
challenge is a complex one, and the segmentation
of waste and production responsibility is one of the
reasons for a dire environmental problem and polluted
waste stream. Proposing a slow strategy enables
acceleration into a sustainable future. Before investing
in solutions that benefit speed, consider the benefits
of repair through responsible redistribution and
company-consumer collaboration. The big picture for
this project plans for a future that operates through a
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“Regenerative design
goes beyond the
traditional weighing
and measuring of
various environmental,
social and economic
impacts of sustainable
design and instead
focuses on mapping
relationships.”
— Bruno Duarte Dias
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regenerative model. As Bruno Duarte Dias, the author
of the research journal Regenerative Design, writes,
“regenerative design goes beyond the traditional
weighing and measuring of various environmental,
social and economic impacts of sustainable design
and instead focuses on mapping relationships.*”
A standard should demand criteria that collectively
evaluates social and ecological repercussions and
benefits of an economically favorable decision. It takes
slowing down to speed up again.
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Afterword

Before embarking on this research journey, I would
never have thought to be spending a significant portion
of this time under quarantine. Staying in isolation might
not be ideal as the end of the school approaches, yet I
still find this a privilege to have stayed safe and healthy.
The focus required in finalizing project details took my
mind off of the uncertainty and nervousness the world is
working hard to overcome.
I realized the systemic journey I have been through in
this archival exercise— from the system of products to
waste, the multiple political, business, and consumer
variables before defining my focus on repair. As
a result, I am writing my findings into this book of
twelve chapters. I wish to share my journey with you,
accompanied by readings, interviews, and emails
that led to the perspective and proposals for future
sustainable practice.
If there is more time for me to indulge in this topic,
I would wish to proceed with finding an appropriate
substitution of the umbrella term— sustainability.
Throughout this book, I only gain from referring to
its familiarity to introduce more critical theories that
are actionable to my audience. I am still fully aware
that its generality can lead to diluting the accuracy
and educational opportunities of other initiatives.
Furthermore, I would continue to explore and design
services that incorporate sustainability into business
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opportunities. The design of a chrome extension
is a small step towards the practicality of fostering
sustainability into the current product ecosystems.

accurately describes the phenomenon of environment
and sustainable practices. They are the fundamentals
of gaining perspective. Reading is also by far one
of the most comprehensive methods in providing a
window into the past. Documentation often portraits the
challenges we have faced over the years, as well as how
problems were addressed and resolved. I will remind
myself that there is always more to read and more to
learn in becoming a more capable communicator and
writer for the benefit of the planet.

Design can always have its next iteration, and this
remains relevant to researching and concluding on
dynamic systems. I am inclined to include “work in
progress” into the title, simply because this system that
is so dynamic for its multiple participating parties, not to
mention the ever-changing business and environmental
status, will continue to evolve, as will my practice as
a researcher and designer. Therefore, these words
are conclusive as of May 2020, with a full intention for
future iterations. Always with optimism, I would like to
close this book by noting that the better future will arrive
through collaboration. If you are a consumer, becoming
aware of repair literature, new legislation in place, and
incorporating this practice into your lifestyle will bring
new makes a resilient system. Of course, there is more
for companies and policymakers to do, but as an
individual, you are most valuable for being flexible and
responsive to new changes. It takes many people like
you to arrive at a better future, for humankind, and for
the planet.
I am drawn to the ever-evolving nature of sustainable
practice, and during this research process, I continue
to uncover diverse environmental literature. You will
easily find writing in professional languages that
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As with every project, it is essential to have presented
my opinions and identify my role in the contribution.
Therefore, providing relatable, lifestyle analogies;
bitesize knowledge that becomes a soft entry to raise
interest in engaging with more experience becomes
one of my goals for this project. As Neri Oxman writes,
“The role of Science is to explain and predict the world
around us; it ‘converts’ information into knowledge. The
role of Engineering is to apply scientific knowledge to
the development of solutions for empirical problems;
it ‘converts’ knowledge into utility. The role of design
is to produce embodiments of solutions that maximize
function and augment human experience; it ‘converts’
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utility into behavior. The role of Art is to question human
behavior and create awareness of the world around
us; it ‘converts’ behavior into new perceptions of
information.*” Standing at the crossroads of science,
engineering, design, and art, I had the most fun
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navigating in the stages of finding food as metaphor,
drawing up diagrams, weaving them into a map, and
most importantly, designing services with a sustainable
goal in mind.
Repairer’s recipe will continue to serve as a repository
for future design and research. This is not an end but a
beginning.

* 49— Oxman, Neri. “Age of
Entanglement · Journal
of Design and Science.”
Journal of Design and
Science, PubPub, https://
jods.mitpress.mit.edu/
pub/AgeOfEntanglement.
Accessed 21 May 2020.
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Volume 0 marks the start of Repairer's Recipe— a
repository for sustainable research and proposal to
the production system as electronics continue to
popularize. In response to the e-waste landscape,
the discussion aims to find a balance between
technological growth and viable, sustainable proposals.
This project started with the contemplation of "how to
stop electronics from becoming e-waste," which led to
the cross-pollination of sustainable research and playful
communication to raise awareness.

Volume 1 coming soon.

Repairer's Recipe resonated with many individuals who
want to do more for the environment yet frustrated with
how alienated and inaccessible sustainable goals are.
The research of e-waste fostered two design directions
— a digital tool that provides repairability assessment
during the shopping process and a visual series Learn
Tech the Food Way. Repairer's Recipe will continue
to translate repair literacy into visual and interactive
experiences for individuals to learn, converse, and
implement sustainable goals through relatable everyday
choices.
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